ARUNACHALESWARAR TEMPLE TOP VIEWS

SIVALINGAM MOUNTAIN
SIVA LINGAM

Meaning of Shiva Linga

- Linga
- Involution (Samhara)
- Yoni
- Brahman (Creator)
- Vishnu (Preserver)
- Existence (Sthiti)
- Evolution

THIRUVANAMALAI DISTRICT MAP

PRAYER OF PARVATHI
THEYU JYOTHIR LINGA MOUNTAIN  THE LINGAM OF SIVA

TEMPLE FULL VIEW

GIRIVALAM PATH (SEVENTH PRAKARAM)
CAR STREET (SIXTH PRAKARAM)
KAMPATHU ILAIYANAR SHRINE

MANDAPA

THOUSAND PILLARD

SIVAGANGAI TIRTHA

SIVAGANGAI VINAYAKAR
SANATHI

KALYANA SUNDRESWARAR SHRINE RUDRACHA
MANDAPA

VANNIMARATHU VINAYAKAR SHIRINE KALABHAIRAVAR
SHRINE
PATALA LINGA SHRINE
GOPURAHILAIYANAR SHRINE
VALLALA MAHARAJA GOPURAM

FOURTH PRAKARAM

BRAMHA TIRTHAM SHRINE

BRAHMA LINGA

NALESWARAR SHRINE

YANAI THIRAI KONDA
SACRED MAKIZHA TREE  ARUNAGIRI

YOGISWARAR SHRINE

AHASTHISWARAR SHRINE  VASANATHA
MANDAPAM
UNNAMALAI AMMAN SHRINE
SECOND PRAKARAM
VENUGOPALASWAMY SHRINE

BHARAVAR SHRINE
ADHIKARA NANDI

FIRST PRAKARAM

AN Namalaiyar Shrine
FIRST PRAKARAM

ENTRANCE

VAIKUNDA VAIL

SAMBANDA VINAYAGAR

SCULPTURE AND PAINTINGS
ARUNA MOUNTAIN DIFFERENT VIEWS
ARUNA MOUNTAIN DIFFERENT VIEWS
KUBERA LINGAM  ISANYA LINGAM

SESHADRI ASHRAMAM  RAMANA ASHRAMAM

PANCH MUHA DHARSHAN  ADI ARUNACHALESWARAR
DHATCHANYAN UTSAVAM  THIRUVOODAL URCHAM

PANGUNI PRADHOSAM  1008 KALASA PUJA

ARUDRA DHARSHANAM  THIRUVATHIRAI FESTIVAL
KARTHIGAI FESTIVAL

DAY 1 MORNING        DAY 1 NIGHT

DAY 2 MORNING        DAY 2 NIGHT
DAY 3 MORNING

DAY 3 NIGHT

DAY 4 MORNING

DAY 4 NIGHT